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Introduction

Modelling the enterprise

How can we describe the enterprise?

More specifically, how do we describe what happens there,
how, when, where, why, by whom, with what?

For aritects and others tasked with creating conversa-
tions and connections across the enterprise, these are not
trivial questions: they strike right to the core of the work
that we do. e usual answer is ‘models’ – data-sets,
drawings, diagrams – that illustrate specific aspects of
the respective issues. But the cat is that there are a
myriad of model-types in use in enterprise-aritectures
and elsewhere, all different, all applying at different levels,
all applying only to specific subsets of the context, and all
with weak connection at best to any other type of model.
It’s a huge problem – though one that’s not easy to see until
we try to link everything together across the whole of the
enterprise…

Hence the Enterprise Canvas: a new model-type that can
be used to describe just about anything in any part and at
any level of the enterprise, and that also acts as a consistent
frame for all the other types of models that we need in our
aritectures.

1



Introduction 2

Enterprise Canvas: a basic example

e Canvas can take several different forms, but the same
basic frame provides a consistent anor in how to view
everything else in the enterprise. It doesn’t really replace
any other model: but within that frame, all those other
models start to work together, and start to make practical
sense.

at’s the role of the Enterprise Canvas: not “one model
to rule them all”, perhaps, but “one model to bind them”.
Consistency at last; consistency that makes sense; that’s
the aim here. Interested?

Who should read this book?

e book is intended for enterprise aritects, business-
aritects, IT-aritects, process-designers and others who
deal with the practical implications of whole-of-enterprise
issues.

It should also be useful for strategists and service-managers,
and for anyone else who works with other enterprise-wide
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themes su as supply-ains, value-webs, quality, secu-
rity, knowledge-sharing, sustainability, business ethics and
social responsibility, or health, safety and environment.

What’s in this book?

e text is divided into two main sections:

• a step-by-step introduction to ea of the compo-
nents in the Enterprise Canvas model, and their
function and use in modelling the overall enterprise

• a variety of paerns, practical examples and business
usages for the model and its associated tools and
teniques

Ea apter builds on the previous descriptions, and pro-
vides a set of ideas and methods to apply straight away
in your day-to-day work. Although there’s a fair amount
of theory behind the Canvas, the emphasis is always on
practice – something that you can use – so ea apter
includes examples and stories to place the ideas into a real-
life context. Most apters also include an Applications
section, with sets of questions to help you apply the ma-
terial within your own context. And the book ends with
am appendix on Resources, pointing to sources for further
information.

But what is the Enterprise Canvas, anyway? Let’s start
with a brief overview.



01: What is the Enter-
prise Canvas?
e Enterprise Canvas is a qui, easy way to describe
just about anything in an enterprise. It’s simple enough
to scribble on the ba of a napkin, yet it can also carry
enough detail to link in with formal modelling tools for
project-management, system-design, strategy simulation
and the rest.

It’s a way to support conversations about how the different
things – the different services – all connect together across
the enterprise, both within and beyond the organisation
itself.

To start, we assert that there’s always one key idea that
in effect defines the enterprise. Everything that happens
in the enterprise revolves around this one idea or ‘vision’.
For example, everyone involved in the TED conferences
connects in some way with their vision of ‘ideas worth
spreading’. is single idea defines what the enterprise
is: everything else is some means to help make that vision
happen, and share it amongst the players in the enterprise.

4



01: What is the Enterprise Canvas? 5

Serving the enterprise vision

Everything in the enterprise is a service that contributes
towards that vision. Or it should do – hence the need for
conversations, to find out what’s going on at ea point and
what we could do to make it more effective at contributing
towards the vision.

e whole point of a service is that it serves something: it
adds value. We bring in something from elsewhere in the
shared enterprise; we create or add value; and we pass it on
to some other player in the enterprise. is flow of value
around the enterprise is a supply-ain, a value-ain, a
value-web: the name we use doesn’t maer that mu,
what does maer is this flow of value.
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Ea service connects the value-web to the vision

at gives us the simplest version of the Enterprise Canvas,
suitable for a ba-of-the-napkin scrawl sufficient to iden-
tify what the service is and what it does. at’s what we
would aim to elicit in an initial conversation with service
stakeholders.

Next, what’s moving around in this value-web? Who
else is involved? is too provides us plenty of cues for
conversations with our service-stakeholders.

• Who are the suppliers for this service – its providers?
What services do they provide, and in what form?

• Who are the customers for this service – its clients?
What services do they consume, and in what form?

• What connection do those suppliers and customers
ea have with the desired-ends – the vision – for
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this overall service?

• And what relationships does this service have with
ea of its providers and clients?

Given answers to questions su as these, we’ll then add
to the sket-diagram a supplier-side and a customer-side,
to document what comes in, what goes out, what is shared
with whom, and the reasons and oices for that flow of
value.

Service, suppliers and customers

For reasons that will become clear as we go into the detail
later, it’s useful to split ea flow into and out of our
services into three distinct phases: what happens before,
during and aer the main transactions of a service. is
gives us a simple grid that would work well for on a ba-
of-the-napkin scrawl in the midst of a conversation.
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Flows before, during and aer transactions

Wemight ask our stakeholders other questions to elicit a bit
more detail about the structure and operation of the service
itself. For these questions we would expand our view of
the service in those two dimensions: the core of the service
itself and the parts that face towards suppliers or customers,
as they link to those three sets of flows before, during and
aer the main transactions.

Service, suppliers, customers and flows
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ere are a few other items that might be useful here: for
example, we could ask further questions about what guides
this service:

• Who or what will coordinate this service with others
in the same organisation, or value web, or the overall
extended-enterprise?

• Who or what takes responsibility for mapping out
the future of this service?

• And who or what will help to keep it on tra to the
vision and values of the extended-enterprise?

is sket-map of the Canvas provides us with placehold-
ers where we can link our stakeholders’ descriptions of
those other guidance-services to the service that’s in focus
on the Canvas.

Service and its guidance-services
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And we could also ask:

• Who or what invests in this service to get things
started?

• Who or what extracts value from the overall flow, as
a beneficiary of the service, rather than a customer?

(Note too that the investors and beneficiaries are not al-
ways the same.)

Service investors and beneficiaries

We can mix-and-mat between all these various views
and add-ons as we need. e same Canvas – and the same
service in focus – could be shown as anything from a simple
cross to an all-the-extras ‘kiten sink’ view, depending
on the amount of detail that we need in our ba-of-the-
napkin scrawl.
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’Kiten sink’ ba-of-the-napkin Canvas (service)

And we then can link in any other models we might want,
too: for example, that might include Zaman or Porter
Five Forces or a SWOT or a BPMN process-model. e
Canvas provides a frame that links them all together and
helps them to make more sense.

We can also make it more formal – the kind of boxes-and-
lines diagram that we would show on a Powerpoint slide
rather than the ba of a napkin. e simplest version is the
service on its own, as a means to act on the value-flow in
alignment with the desired aims of the overall enterprise.
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Formal version: the service in focus

More oen, we would add a bit more detail about the
service by spliing it into that three-by-three grid: inbound
(supplier-side), this (this service), outbound (customer-
side); and before (future), during (present) and aer (past)
the main transaction. ere are default labels for ea
of the resultant nine cells, but we can use any other
appropriate label if we wish – whi would usually be the
case if we’re modelling the real services of an enterprise.

Formal version: standard nine-cell grid

As with a ba-of-the-napkin sket, we might add further
detail about other services that connect with this service,
and about the flows that make up the value-web between
all these services.
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Formal version: supplier, customer and value-web

Andmight also want to add the investors and beneficiaries,
or links to the various guidance-services.

Complete formal version: investors, beneficiaries, guidance

We can use any or all of these variations to describe any
type of service, at any level of abstraction, anywhere in the
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enterprise: whiever way we portray it, it’s all the same
simple model.

Simple, yet powerful. And easy to use in practice, in real
everyday business conversations with business stakehold-
ers. at’s what the Enterprise Canvas is for: keeping it
simple, keeping it real.

Application

• What models and model-types do you use in your
work? To what domains and levels of abstraction do
ea of those models apply?

• How and why do you link the various models to-
gether? If you can’t link the models together, what
difficulties does this present in practice?

• Do you develop or work with business-models? If
so, in what ways do you need to extend that model
to broaden its scope, or to link it to other types of
models? How do you implement a business-model
in practice?



02: The nature of service

Summary

is introduces the core ideas beneath the Enterprise Can-
vas: in particular, the notion that everything in the enter-
prise can be described as a service – an entity that creates
and delivers value in terms of a desired aim or ‘vision’ that
is shared across the entire extended-enterprise.

Details

Everything is a service

Within any organisation, we need to keep tra of how
everything connects with everything else: all the way up to
the big-picture view, all the way down to everyday process
and practice, and all the way across every aspect of the
enterprise. Yet it’s not simple: at one end of that spectrum
we can lose our way in the clouds, and at the other end
there’s a real danger of drowning in all of that detail.

Until now, there’s been no one type of model that would
cover the whole of that range. Ea type of model seems
optimised to describe just one part of the puzzle: we end
up trying to translate from one model to another, jumping
ba and forth from abstract to concrete – and there’s a
lot that can get lost in the translation. ere’s an almost
desperate need for consistency here.

15
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at’s where the Enterprise Canvas comes into the story.
It’s true that the complete model might at first seem quite
a complex beast, with many layers and side-themes. Yet
when we strip it right down to its bare essentials, it’s
actually very simple – and its real power comes from that
simplicity, in how it links together a handful of key ideas:

• e enterprise exists to create and share value –
in whatever way ‘value’ may be defined in that
enterprise.

• An enterprise is a dynamic structure – a ‘value
network’ - in whi value is continually created,
transformed and transferred in a continuous process
of flow and ange.

• Everything in the enterprise is or delivers a service
of some kind that adds value to the enterprise, and
that passes value on to other services in the overall
enterprise.

• e enterprise consists of services that connect with
and support ea other in creating value for that
enterprise.

To the Enterprise Canvas, everything is a service, ea
helping to create value as it flows around the overall
enterprise. Products are services too – or ‘proto-services’,
perhaps – in that they provide people with the ability to
deliver the desired service via the use of that product. Ea
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of the actors in the enterprise – as suppliers, customers,
competitors, regulators, or whatever other roles – provides
those services to the overall enterprise. And even the
enterprise itself is a service: it exists to serve a vision of
some kind, in accordance with some set of values, even
if only implied and unanowledged. So the Enterprise
Canvas is a generic map to describe any service, anywhere
in the enterprise, together with its interdependencies and
flows.

To give a bit more detail, to make this more usable in
practice, we can assert the following:

• Everything exists within one infinite ecosystem, whi
we might label ‘the universe’ or ‘the everything’.

• For practical reasons – and for sanity’s sake – we
usually restrict our view to a mu smaller subset of
that ‘the everything’. (We do always need to remem-
ber that it actually is ‘the everything’, though.)

• One useful option, especially for organisations, is
to select the subset that describes that part of the
ecosystem within whi the organisation operates.
is ‘shared-enterprise’ or ‘extended-enterprise’ (or
just ‘enterprise’, for short) is always larger than the
organisation itself, and coalesces around a single
idea or descriptor, usually referred to as the ‘vision’
for the enterprise.

• Within that enterprise, we assert that every entity
represents a service. Every entity delivers services,
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provides services, consumes other services. e
ecosystem – the business-ecosystem, in this case – is
made viable by this constant interange of services.

• is interange occurs at every level. Everything is
a service, from whole organisations to the faucet in
the bathroom or a single line of program-code.

Everything in the enterprise is a service, provides a service,
can be described in terms of services and flows between ser-
vices; there are no apparent exceptions to this. And every
service serves – it serves something else, someone else;
it serves the unifying ‘vision’ that defines the extended-
enterprise.

We also note that, over the ecosystem as a whole, all
relations are symmetrical. Everything is a service, hence
everything is also a ‘supplier’ to at least one other ser-
vice, and a ‘customer’ of at least one or more others –
otherwise the service literally has no purpose within the
enterprise (other than as a potential parasite, perhaps).
Within the overall flows of value in the enterprise, ev-
eryone is both ‘supplier’ and ‘customer’: those types
of roles arise from the relationships between the players
rather than from the enterprise itself, and increasingly –
su as in Agile-development teniques and crowdsourc-
ing – the old boundaries between these roles will oen
become blurred. Overall, everything needs to balance out
somehow, yet also keep creating value for every player:
if some of the players set out to ‘win’ by trying to make
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everyone else lose, the enterprise as a whole will die – in
whi case everyone loses.

Another key theme is about layers of abstraction. At the
top-most layer, there is only the enterprise itself, and the
vision and values that define it; at the lowest layer, there are
the myriad of activities and details where the aims of the
enterprise come into contact with the real world. Between
the two extremes are other distinct layers: strategy, tactics,
action-plans, and so on. e same paerns of services and
relationships will recur at ea layer – hence we can use
those paerns to describe how strategies and tactics will
be put into practice, and how ideas and experiences from
the real-world can influence those tactics and strategies.

Finally, there’s a strong underlying emphasis on effec-
tiveness: finding the right dynamic balance between ef-
ficiency, reliability, human-factors, the overall business-
purpose, and the processes that link all of these together.

We’ll see more on all of these themes as we explore the
Enterprise Canvas in depth.

A matter of metaphor

Two specific metaphors will be of real value here. e first
is that of enterprise as organism – rather than enterprise-
as maine. For the past century and more, the dominant
organisational metaphor has been that of ‘organisation
as maine’ – a maine for command and control, a
predictable maine for making money, and so on. is
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Taylorist maine is focussed on making product: and
being a maine, it has no concept of service as su.

An enterprise, though, is a social construct: it’s bounded
by human values and shared-commitments. And whilst
it can be extremely difficult to get maines to emulate
real people; it’s relatively simple to get people to emulate
maines. Yet so many subtle and maybe essential nuances
can be lost in the translation that ‘command and control’
is lile more than an illusion – and one that can be very
dangerous indeed to the overall enterprise.

Hence the value of viewing the enterprise as a living entity
in its right. Where a maine is made up of engineered
components, a living system consists of services, ea in-
terweaving and interacting with all the other services in
the overall ecosystem.

An enterprise is defined by shared commitment to a shared
vision: the purpose of a maine is extrinsic, externally-
defined, but to a human enterprise its purpose is intrinsic,
an essential part of its definition of itself. Since the
enterprise is a social structure rather than a maine, this
warns us is that we can’t actually ‘engineer’ an enterprise:
to get it to work to its greatest effectiveness, we have to
start with purpose, and build outward from there.

e core idea behind the Enterprise Canvas is that every-
thing can be described in terms of services. So whilst we
can perhaps interpret ea Enterprise Canvas module as a
kind of component – and this certainly does make more
sense as we get closer to real-world action – we need to
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take care not to fall ba into the Taylorist trap. No maer
how maine-like something may seem, it’s still delivering
a service within a larger ‘life-like’ ecosystem.

e second metaphor is that of model as holograph –
rather than model-as-photograph.

A photograph depicts a scene from a single viewpoint, and
is usually quite easy to decipher. If we cut up a photograph,
we’ll have a pile of tiny jigsaw-puzzle pieces, ea in full
detail, yet with nothing to link those pieces together.

A holograph, as its name suggests, depicts a scene from
every possible viewpoint, all at once. If we cut up a
holograph, ea of those fragments still depicts the whole
scene, though in less detail than the complete holograph.

Most existing model-types in business contexts are more
like the photograph: they depict one part of the context
from a single point of view. at’s oen essential at the
detail level, but it’s very hard to link them all together.
e usual solution is to try to build some kind of frame
that describes ‘Life, e Universe, Everything’, all of it
in ‘excruciating detail’ (to quote John Zaman). But it’s
oen hopelessly impractical, because it could literally take
forever – and in the meantime the world will have moved
on anyway, so the whole approa is doomed to failure
even before it starts.

With the Enterprise Canvas, though, ea view or module
is more like a fragment of a holograph. Ea view carries its
own small collection of detail, just like any other conven-
tional model: but that model is always linked to everything
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else, is always part of a greater whole, in an identifiable
way.

In practice, the Canvas is perhaps more of a hybrid, com-
bining the advantages of both metaphors – photograph
and holograph, detail and scope – in ways that still make
simple, straightforward, practical sense. Yet when we look
at the amount of detail that can be carried in a single
Enterprise Canvas model, it’s sometimes easy to forget that
it is still connected to everything else: so it’s useful to
remember that holograph metaphor, and always to keep
it in mind whilst we work.

Application

On services

• If everything in the enterprise is a service, what or
whom does ea service serve? How would you
model those relationships of service?

• If everything in the enterprise is a service, how does
that ange your perception of the enterprise itself?
Whom does the enterprise serve, and why, and how?

• In what other ways could you describe the function-
ing of the whole enterprise? How does ea of these
views ange your perception of the enterprise and
how it works?
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• In your aritecture, how do you describe the differ-
ent layers of abstraction – from vision to strategy to
tactics to operations, and ba again? How do you
describe and govern the various transitions between
these layers of abstraction? How do you depict the
same nominal service at different layers of abstrac-
tion?

On metaphor

• In what ways do you describe the enterprise as a ma-
ine? How is this reflected in everyday language,
su as ‘operations’, ‘functions’, ‘business units’ and
the like? What impact does this metaphor have on
the operation of the enterprise as a whole?

• In what ways do you describe the enterprise as some
kind of living organism? How is this reflected in
everyday language, su as ‘culture’, ‘health’, ‘taking
the pulse’, or even the term ‘corporation’? What
impact does this metaphor have on the operation of
the enterprise as a whole?

• What other metaphors do you use to describe the
enterprise? How are these reflected in everyday
language, su as ‘geing a green light’ (a roads-
metaphor), ‘taking a bet’ (finance as gambling), or
‘cooking up a new project’?



03: Service context and
market

Summary

is describes the context of the service within a shared-
enterprise that includes and oen extends beyond the nom-
inal market of the respective organisation. e service’s
overall ‘business model’ must encompass every aspect of
that shared-enterprise.

Details

Organisation and enterprise

No service exists in isolation: it always exists within a
context or ‘ecosystem’ of other services with whi it
interacts.

is occurs at every level, with every service, from an
operations-layer ‘web-service’ or the services of a customer-
service desk or an entire organisation. It’s simplest, though,
to describe this at the whole-organisation level.

To make sense of the relationships, we need a clear dis-
tinction between ‘organisation’ and ‘enterprise’. Although
the two can coincide, and many people oen seem to think
they’re one and the same, we do need to treat them as

24
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separate. For our purposes here, an organisation is an
entity that delivers services within an enterprise.

An organisation is bounded by rules, roles and respon-
sibilities. ere’s an explicit boundary of protocol and
contract, an explicit boundary of responsibility for revenue,
taxes, legal-liability and so on. (In this sense, an individual
person is an organisation of one.) Boundaries are explicit
and ‘logical’, and mu of the structure and purpose and
identity of the organisation revolves around command and
control.

An enterprise is bounded by values and (shared) commit-
ment. e ‘vision’ for an enterprise identifies its emotional
drivers, “that whi gets me out of bed in the morning”.
(An individual is tenically an intersection-point of an
almost infinite number of enterprises.) Boundaries are
oen blurry and ‘non-rational’; and mu of the structure
and identity and purpose of the enterprise revolves around
engagement and trust.

Or, to put it in its simplest terms:

• the enterprise is; the organisation does

• the enterprise provides motivation; the organisation
provides action

e boundaries of organisation and enterprise may some-
times coincide – hence the notion of the organisation as
‘the enterprise’. But in effect it’s only a special-case, and
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a potentially dangerous one at that, because it can lead us
into a kind of narcissistic self-centrism or a combative ‘us
versus them’ relationship with the business-ecosystem.

e enterprise creates the connections that the organisation
needs between itself and its ecosystem: in enterprise-
aritectures, we’ll usually define an aritecture for an or-
ganisation, but about an appropriate enterprise in relation
to that organisation. e same applies to when we assess
any other kind of service: our aim is to describe the service
(the ‘organisation’), but we must always do so in context
of its ecosystem (the ‘enterprise’).

For most practical purposes, the enterprise that we need in
scope should be at least two to three steps larger than the
boundaries of the organisation in scope. For an IT-service
unit, for example, the respective enterprise might extend to
the whole of the business, and perhaps even beyond. For a
business organisation, this would include its supply-ain
and its relationships with community and government – in
other words, its market and beyond.

Service and market

To make sense of this, we would typically model the
service’s market and ecosystem in a series of stages. One
place to start is with the common self-referential notion of
the organisation as its own enterprise, where all meaning
and value is defined in terms of the organisation itself – as
in the old railway joke that “the trains would run perfectly
on time if it wasn’t for the passengers!”
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e organisation as enterprise

A disturbing number of organisational units and even of
whole organisations tend to think this way – that the world
not only revolves around them but that it begins and ends
with them alone, that there is nothing of any value beyond
them.

A moment’s thought would indicate that we can’t make
sense of services this way: a service has to serve something.
So the next step outward is the basic business-model: we
receive goods or services from a supplier, add some form
of value, and deliver the amended goods or services to a
customer. ere’s a two-way flow of value here – typically
goods and services one way, and some form of payment or
‘value-return’ the other way.

e basic business-model as enterprise

ere’s not mu opportunity for ange and enhancement
in that view, though, andwe have noway to seewhatmight
affect our enterprise from outside, impacting on our direct
suppliers and customers. One option here is to expand our
view of the supply-ain – su as in the SCOR (Supply-
Chain Operations Reference) standard, whi extends from
supplier’s supplier to customer’s customer.
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e supply-ain as enterprise

is gives us a good tactical view of our market, but not
a good strategic one, because there’s more to a market
than just our own supply-ain. inking strategically, we
also need to be aware of all the prospective customers and
suppliers, our competitors and other market players, indus-
try standards-bodies, analysts, government regulators, and
many more besides.

e market as enterprise

is would seem to make sense as long as we only think in
terms of themost visible transactions of goods and services.
Yet there’s mu more to an overall enterprise than that,
because there are many people who may not engage in
direct exange of products or services with us, but who
are still affected by what we do – and who can affect us in
return, too.
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e shared-enterprise as enterprise

is shared-enterprise includes government in the broader
sense – su as general taxes, rather than industry regula-
tion.

It includes the families of our employees, the towns and
municipalities where they live, the broader economic and
social communities inwhiwe operate and that determine
our social ‘license to operate’, as business-writer Charles
Handy puts it.

It includes non-clients – people who are not and will
probably never be customers of ours, su as people who
live in a different country than one we serve.

And it also includes our anti-clients, people who don’t
trade with us in the normal sense but who don’t like us
or what we do – of whom we now need to be mu more
aware, because social-media and other new tenologies
provide themwithmumore leverage than theymay have
had in previous times.

eways inwhiwe interact with this enterprise-ecosystem
do differ from the simple exanges of goods and services in
our main market: but we ignore them at our peril, because
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they’re the most common cause of ‘unexpected’ business-
problems and even business-failure. To make sense of
this, we need to understand the real nature of the broader
‘market’ of the enterprise.

It’s true thatmarkets are transactions. Most of the visible
activity of the market is about deals, supply-and-demand,
‘things’ being exanged and paid-for – the content of the
market supply-ain.

Yet as theCluetrainManifesto famously observed,markets
are conversations. Information is exanged in many
different ways – sometimes as the content of the transac-
tion itself, but some of it with lile direct import for the
transaction at hand. Sometimes a conversation is just a
conversation – yet it’s also evident that it’s an essential
component of the workings of the market.

And markets are relationships too. In every market, re-
lationship has an enormous bearing on the way the market
works – though that fact is perhaps more obvious in a
street-market than in the sanitised ‘market’ of a seemingly-
soulless shopping-mall.

Finally,markets are purpose. In effect, a market is defined
by the shared-purpose of its enterprise-vision, the overall
descriptor for its “common set of missions or goals”.
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Four-dimension tetradian of activity in the market

When we summarise this, it’s clear there are four distinct
strands or dimensions here, ea in rough correspondence
to one of the four core categories of activities and assets:

• physical – alienable ‘things’ – if I give it to you, I no
longer have it

• virtual – non-alienable items su as information –
if I give it to you, I still have it

• relational – a person-to-person connection that can-
not be directly exanged with or transferred to
anyone else

• aspirational – a personal commitment to an idea or
belief su as a brand or enterprise-vision – again,
cannot be directly exanged with or transferred to
anyone else

e usual view of the market is about transaction: the
transfer of ‘exangeable goods’ via the main-annel of
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the supply-ain, and, separately and in return, payment
or its equivalent, through a return-annel. And in its
simplest form, profit is the difference between the value-
return that comes in from the return-annel from the
customer-side, compared to the value-outlay that goes out
on the return-annel on the supplier-side. Once we also
subtract the value-outlay for internal costs of running the
service itself, the result is the ‘boom-line’ net-profit that
is the near-obsessive focus of so many business-folk.

Yet those transactions of ‘exangeable items’ are only one
part of the overall activities of the market; and all of those
transactions – and the resultant profit – occur only at the
tail-end of what we might call the market-cycle.

e market-cycle

e whole structure is a complex feedba-loop. For
example, reputation – whi itself is a kind of third-
party precursor to trust – depends in part on whether the
transactions are perceived overall as ‘fair exange’. Hence
before any transactions can take place, the relationships
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need to exist: and those relationships – and conversations
too – are strongly linked to and dependent on the service’s
value-proposition. Likewise aer the transaction, there
not only needs to be the return-annel exange that
completes the ‘fair exange’ of the transaction, but that
too also needs to link ba to the value-proposition and
the relationships, tying everything together in terms of the
various definitions of what ‘value’ actually is within the
overall enterprise.

All of this needs to be symmetrical, in that – in terms of
the overall market – this service that is our current focus
is both a customer of other services, and a provider to
other services, hence all of the above will apply in similar
ways on both ‘supply side’ and ‘customer side’. We need
‘supplier relationship management’, for example, just as
mu as we need ‘customer relationship management’.

And the value-transfers and follow-up need to be in terms
of all forms of ‘value’ defined by the overall enterprise –
and not measured solely in monetary terms, for example,
no maer what the shareholders may demand.

Vision, values and the enterprise

e actual core of an enterprise is its vision. e key
point here is that the vision is a stable, permanent, shared
reference-point for all players in the enterprise – including
the organisation for whom we’re building an enterprise-
aritecture. We can summarise this in terms of the
structure ‘vision, role, mission, goal’.
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Organisation and enterprise: vision, role, mission, goal

e vision expands out to a set of values, whi determine
what is value in the enterprise. e values are expressed in
practice as principles, whi – to use the ISO9000 quality-
system terminology – act as the guides for policies, whi
in turn expand out to procedures, and thence to the fine-
detail of work-instructions. Yet all of these will anor ba
to the core vision and values, whi determine what value
is within the enterprise, what we mean when we use the
term ‘value’. And that specific combination of ‘value’ and
values is unique to ea enterprise.

e enterprise vision and values are shared in some way
by all players in that specific enterprise, whi in turn is
_why_they are players in that extended-enterprise. And
ea of those players presents some kind of ‘value propo-
sition’ that aligns with the vision and that then links with
other players in the enterprise.
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Every player presents a value-proposition

Later we’ll explore more of this question of ‘what is an
enterprise’, but the key point here is that, in effect, the
vision and values traverse vertically through ea player
– ea organisation – whereas the supply-ain or value-
web provides a horizontal link between them.

Ea player thus exists at an intersection in the value-web,
a point where organisation brings the vision and values of
the enterprise in tou with respective roles of the supply-
ain. Every organisation within the enterprise provides
a servicewithin that osen enterprise. In turn, ea or-
ganisation can be subdivided into sub-organisations, and
sub-sub-organisations, and so on, almost ad-infinitum; and
ea of these ‘units’ provides a service that delivers value
to the overall enterprise.
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Ea service sits at intersection between values and supply-ain

Ea service provides its own unique emphases on value:

• value-proposition: what the organisation commits
to be responsible for (what value it will add to the
enterprise)

• value-creation: how, where and by what means the
organisation will add value to the enterprise

• value-governance: how the organisation will ensure
that it can, has and will continue to add value to the
enterprise

is also links ba to those three distinct transaction-
stages that we saw earlier:

• what happens before transactions of ‘exangeable
items’ – an emphasis on relations, whi link most
strongly to the service’s value-proposition
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• what happens during (and with) transactions of ‘ex-
angeable items’ – an emphasis on actions, whi
link most strongly to the service’s value-creation

• what happens aer transactions of ‘exangeable
items’ – an emphasis on value-transfers (payments
and receipts etc, as ‘value-outlay’ and ‘value-return’)
and other follow-up and overall integration, whi
link most strongly to the service’s value-governance

In a ‘service-oriented aritecture’ of this kind, everything
is a service – so we’ll see these value-themes recur in every
part and aspect of the organisation and enterprise. is
provides the basis for our Enterprise Canvas – a model
we can use in a consistent way to model anythingin the
enterprise.

Application

(Note: the questions here are mainly intended to ‘set the
stage’ for your stakeholders, and establish a sense of the
space and scope with whi we’ll work. e questions can
be skimmed over fairly quily here, because we’ll revisit
ea of these themes in more depth later.)

Organisation and enterprise

• What to you is an organisation? What to you is an
enterprise? Are they the same? If not, how would
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you distinguish between them, and why? How
would you explain these differences to others, and
for what purposes? What are the practical implica-
tions of treating them as the same, or as separate?

• If we view any specific service as ‘the organisation’,
what is its encompassing ‘enterprise’? How do you
make sense of the ways in whi all these different
‘enterprises’ intersect?

Service and market

• What is the market and industry – or industries - in
whi your organisation operates? What is it that
defines the respective market and industry? What
belongs in ea? What does not belong in ea, and
why? What defines the boundaries?

• Who are your organisation’s market – the people
provide services to your organisation, or who use
your organisation’s services?

• In what ways do you distinguish between roles su
as ‘supplier’ and ‘customer’? In what ways and
for what reasons may the boundaries between these
roles become blurred?

• What are the transactions in that market? What is
exanged, by whom, how, and why?
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• What are conversations take place in that market?
How do these conversations underpin the transac-
tions? In what ways are they distinct from the
‘exange’ transactions – in effect, separate transac-
tions in their own right?

• What are the relationships in the market? What cre-
ates those relationships? How are those relationships
maintained? What actions, inactions or events place
those relationships at risk, or cause damage to those
relationships? How, and why? And what can be
done to mitigate those risks?

• What is the purpose of the market – its shared-
purpose? How is this purpose conveyed to and
shared by every player in that market? What mea-
nisms exist to keep everyone on-tra to that purpose
of the market? What happens if a player - whether
by accident or intent – goes against that shared
purpose?

• How do the relationships between players balance
out across the enterprise? What happens when one
player tries to take control of the enterprise for their
own benefit alone, trying to force everyone else into
a subservient relationship to them? How are those
strains expressed in practice in the enterprise?
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Vision, values and the enterprise

• What are the boundaries of the extended-enterprise
in whi your organisation operates? What vision
and values define that shared-enterprise? How does
your organisation connect with that vision and its
values?

• Who are the various players in that extended-enterprise?
What vision or reason links together all the players
in this enterprise?

• In what ways do the osen visions of ea player
differ from ea other? In what ways are they the
same? What are the common threads that link the
players together, and keep them apart?

• What transactions take place in the market and en-
terprise? What conversations? What relationships?
For what overall purpose? And how and why and to
whom are ea of these of value?

• What value-proposition does your organisation present
to the shared-enterprise? What services underpin
that value-proposition?

• For ea service that delivers anything, who or what
manages that service? Who or what coordinates that
service with other services? Who or what ensures
compliance with enterprise vision and values? What
links all of these subsidiary services together?



04: Service vision and
values

Summary

e shared-enterprise is defined by its vision and values.
Every service within the enterprise needs to align with the
vision and values, and assist in making them real – and
demonstrate that it does so, through meaningful metrics.
A simple elist – vision, role, mission, goal, outcomes –
can help our stakeholders make sense of this in practice.

Details

Vision, role, mission, goal, outcomes

e vision is the ultimate anor for the entire enterprise –
perhaps the one point on whi everyone involved would
agree. A functional vision for an enterprise is not cen-
tred around a single organisation, and, crucially, it’s not
some crude piece of self-aggrandising puffery set out as a
marketing-pit – whi is what is usually purported to be
a ‘vision’. Instead, it’s a mu simpler phrase or ‘mantra’
that summarises that enterprise’s ‘reason to be’. Good
examples of valid visions include the Open Group’s vision
about supporting ‘boundaryless information flow’, or the
vision for the TED conferences, ‘ideas worth spreading’.

41
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A vision is literally emotive: in a very real sense, it needs
to be powerful enough to drive everyone involved out
of bed in the morning, helping them to want to get to
work for the enterprise. (is is also a key reason why
“maximising returns for our shareholders” just doesn’t cut
it as an enterprise vision…)

[Note: It’s perhaps important to emphasise
here that this vision is not imposed on the or-
ganisation from outside by some unspecified
‘the enterprise’. In reality, the organisation
decides whi enterprise to ‘belong’ to. e
organisation ooses a vision to work to, but
when the oosing is done properly it will in-
stead feel like the enterprise-vision has osen
it.]

e vision is a statement of the core-requirement – the
‘desired ends’ – for all players in that overall enterprise.
Everything else in the entire enterprise devolves from that:
everything provides a service as a means that contributes
towards realising those desired ends.
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Service as a means to realise desired-ends

Another way to describe this, as mentioned in the last
apter, is in terms of vision, role, mission, goal and
outcomes:

• the vision and associated values define the aims of
the enterprise as shared by all its players – in essence,
an aspiration or idea

• the organisation identifies its role within this enter-
prise, the part it ooses to play in aieving those
desired-ends – a role whi also indicates points
of connection with other players who oose other
parts or roles within the overall enterprise

• the organisation’s mission is the set of capabilities
or services via whi it will deliver its overall value-
proposition that will contribute towards aieving
the vision of the enterprise

• ea activity within the organisation will typically
contribute towards some bounded goal within the
organisation’s mission and role
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• every goal in the organisation needs an identifiable
outcome the realised ends of the service– and that
outcome needs metrics that link it ba to the origi-
nal vision of the enterprise, to indicate aievement
in terms of those desired ends

e outcome’s metrics help to verify the effectiveness of
the role, mission, goals and activities in relation to the
overlighting vision.

Linking ends and means

Yet the anor for the whole of this ‘sta’ is the enterprise
vision – hence that is what we need to identify first.

Identifying the vision

Despite mu discussion about vision in business, unfor-
tunately many if not most actual examples seem almost
useless for any practical purpose. A vision that does work
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will usually consist of a very brief phrase – typically no
more than four or five words – with a distinctive three-part
content and structure:

• something that identifies for the content or focus for
this enterprise

• some kind of action on that content or focus

• a qualifier that validates and bridges between con-
tent and action

ese components may occur in any order, but all of them
need to be present in a vision-descriptor. For example, take
the vision for the TED conferences, “ideas worth spread-
ing”. It’s clear, succinct and emotive – and it conforms
exactly to that structure above:

• ‘ideas’ [content]

• ‘worth’ [qualifier]

• ‘spreading’ [action]

Note too that none of these items describe the organisation
at su – but do describe the focus, the area of action,
and the key value-metrics whi define the meaning of
‘success’. at’s what we need to look for at this stage.

e content part of the descriptor should be a noun that
identifies and summarises the ‘things’ of the enterprise as
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a whole. ese will usually not be products or services as
su – because that’s what the players in the enterprise de-
liver to ea other in order to create value in the enterprise.
Instead, it’s more about what those products or services act
on, and are of interest to every player in the enterprise.

e action part should be a verb, summarising the overall
activity of the enterprise. If at all possible it should be
explicit and distinct, rather than a generic su as ‘support-
ing’ or ‘making’ or ‘creating’ – though su generics can be
useful to give something to work with whilst searing for
a more distinctive vision.

e qualifier part should be an adjective or sulike that
is both emotive and implies some value or valuation – for
example, the adjective “worth” in the TED vision of “ideas
worth spreading” would imply some means and value-
criteria to identify whi ideas are worth spreading, and
whi are not.

To identify the vision, look around both within and outside
the organisation for anything that engages or excites people
in their work and in their relations with others in the
shared-enterprise. And excitement or engagement is the
key here – though note that it can oen take somewhat
strange forms.

[A nice example seen on a large billboard
beside a freeway in Melbourne, Australia. e
poster shows a football game at night: all the
spectators in the floodlit stadium are intent on
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the action that’s happening on the pit, just
out of shot from the billboard. All spectators
except one, that is: a man in yellow rain-
sliers, standing up, facing the other way to
everyone else, gazing up at the huge flood-
lights. e caption? “We’re excited about
electricity, even if you’re not.”

e billboardwas for an electricity-company,
of course, but makes the point very well: you
may not be interested in electricity right now,
but when you are, we’re the kind of people
you’d probably want to meet.

Remember that enterprises are dynamic,
not static: people in ‘customer’-type roles es-
pecially will wander into and out of a shared-
enterprise according to their needs of the time.
It’s up to those who are most commied to
an enterprise to make it of interest to others
to join in. is is where marketing oen
comes into the picture (and also oen makes
a complete hash of it, as we’ll see later…),
but a beer approa is to focus on vision as
a way to draw people in when they need to
connect, and also allow them to disconnect
cleanly when their needs no longer align with
that vision.]

Expect to take several tries at this: our experience has been
that for most business-folk there’s an almost automatic
reflex to go for meaningless marketing ‘puffery’, and it
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takes quite a while to find a way past that habit.

[Note: eexample vision-descriptor we’ll
use for the descriptions of the Enterprise Can-
vas here – “making feet happy” – was sug-
gested by one of my colleagues in Mexico.

We’d beenworking together on enterprise-
scale issues for several banks in the region,
and decided we needed a non-bank example
to illustrate some of the broader issues. So we
imagined a medium-sized shoe-manufacturer
and retailer, Las Zapaterias de México, or
ZapaMex, currently selling only to the local
market, but with intentions to expand out into
Latin America over the next few years. We’ll
see how this vision is used in practice as we
explore deeper into the Enterprise Canvas.

I’ll admit it’s far from a perfect vision-
descriptor – for example, the verb ‘making’
is a bit generic and weak. But it’s typical
of the kind of vision that most people would
get together in the early stages of this kind
of work, and hence a useful example to work
with here.]

Values and principles

e vision itself should suggest distinct values, either
direct from the ‘qualifier’ part of the vision-descriptor, or
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by implication. e values that we need to identify here
are those values that are needed to realise the desired-ends
indicated by the vision, and hence values that we actually
want and need in the organisation.

[Whenwe start to expand on these, though,
we’ll note that there’s oen a large difference
between required values, espoused values, and
_actual_values – and we need to be clear
whi is whi!

Required values are the values we need to
make the enterprise work. Espoused values
are the values that the organisation claims
that it holds to, and to whi it expects to be
held accountable. Actual values are the values
that the organisation actually lives by – whi
may be very different even from the espoused-
values, let alone the required-values.

To identify actual values, explore the be-
haviours or phrases actually used within the
organisation, or as indicated in social-media
and the like. Stafford Beer’s somewhat cynical
yet oen painfully-accurate dictum POSIWID
– “the purpose of the system is [expressed in]
what it does” – can also be a useful guideline
here. Note, though, that these actual-values
will oen vary at different levels or in differ-
ent parts of the organisation, and differ again
as seen from inside or outside.]
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To identify required values, assess what ‘effectiveness’
would look like in relation to the enterprise and its vision:
for example, fairness, trust and financial probity would all
be required in any functional enterprise.

[For ZapaMex, the vision of “making feet happy”
implies values su as comfort, support, sat-
isfaction, ‘feeling good, looking good’ and so
on. Whi also means that we need metrics to
monitor howwell we’re performing relative to
those values, too.]

From values we move to principles, because the organi-
sation’s principles describe how its values should be ex-
pressed in practice. In themselves, values are somewhat
abstract; whereas principles are – or should be – concrete,
actionable and verifiable. (Values on their own are just a
‘nice idea’: it’s only when they’re expressed as principles
that they become meaningful in practice as values.)

Principles represent the core reasons and decisions of the
organisation, pervading the values throughout every layer
and function, downward into the fine detail of systems
designs and individual actions. We typically document
them in a four-part structure:

• name – a succinct summary of the principle itself

• statement – an unambiguous description of the rule
and its intent
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• rationale – the practical benefits from following the
principle

• implications – summary of probable costs and im-
pacts both from following the principle, and from not
following it

One obvious complication is that principles will oen com-
pete or conflict: transparency versus privacy, for example,
or innovation versus the safety of ‘the known’. We’ll return
to this later in theapter on Service guidance; for now, just
document any su clashes you can see, and move on.

Application

(Use these questions to identify the vision, values, coremet-
rics and other anors for subsequent Enterprise Canvas
models.)

Identifying the vision

• What are the ‘things’ or context that are the main
focus for everyone in the enterprise?

• What is the main activity on those ‘things’ or context
that concerns everyone in the enterprise?

• What adjective best describes people’s engagement
in those ‘things’ and activities – the qualifier that
provides the driving ‘why’ for the shared-enterprise?
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• Linking the above answers together, what vision is
common to all stakeholders in the enterprise? What
single phrase describes the overall enterprise?

Vision, role, mission, goal, outcome

• Given the vision above, what role or roles does the
organisation playwithin the enterprise, to contribute
towards the vision? What roles does it not play –
hence leaving open for other stakeholders? Who are
these other stakeholders, and what roles do they play
within the overall enterprise? Howwould you verify
that ea role – especially the organisation’s own
osen role or roles – does support the enterprise
vision?

• What mission or missions – ongoing services and
capabilities – would be needed to support ea role
undertaken by the organisation in that enterprise?
What metrics would you need to confirm that ea
mission is ‘on purpose’ and effective in supporting
the respective role?

• What short-, medium- and longer-term goals and
objectives underpin ea mission? What are the
timescales and deliverables for ea goal?

• By what means – what outcomes – would you verify
that ea goal is aievable, and has been aieved?
How would you verify that ea goal does support
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the respectivemission in an appropriate and effective
way?

Values and principles

• What is value? What do you value? What is
considered to be ‘value’ in your organisation, or in
other organisations that you know?

• How do you describe value? How do you depict it?
How do you model it, in your own work, and in the
enterprise?

• How is value created, anged, destroyed, shared?
How does this differ from one type of value to
another? How would you model these anges in
value, and for what reasons?

• How do you measure value? In what ways are these
metrics different for different forms of value? Are
there any forms of value that you cannot measure?
If so, why or how?

• What values devolve from the enterprise vision?
What shared values are required from every player
in the overall enterprise, in order for that enterprise
to aieve success within the terms of its vision?

• What do these values imply for your organisation in
terms of requirements for quality, in all its various
forms? In what ways can you express these values in
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terms of principles to guide decision-making within
your organisation and its relations with the broader
enterprise?

• What individual and collective values – either im-
plicit or explicit – are required to support the organ-
isation’s role within the enterprise?

• What values does the organisation espouse, both
in its relationships with others and its relationships
within and to itself? What actual values does the
organisation express in its actions and relations with
others and within itself? If there are misalignments
between required, espoused and actual values, what
impacts do these differences have on the effective-
ness of the shared enterprise and the organisation?
What could you do to correct these misalignments?

• What principles devolve from and between ea of
these values? How are – or should – these principles
be expressed in practice in the organisation and the
broader enterprise?

• What to you is effectiveness? How would this differ
from efficiency alone – the usual focus of most
business-ange efforts? How does effectiveness
link to value? What impact does effectiveness have
on value? Why does effectiveness maer, and to
whom?
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Summary

A service may be usefully described in terms of a set of
distinct layers of abstraction, extending from the idealised
vision down to the concrete reality of what is actually
aieved. As we move downward through the layers of
abstraction from overall intent to real-world implementa-
tion, the same nominal service will be described in different
ways – usually as different levels of detail.

Details

Four types of layering

One of the core concepts in the Enterprise is the notion of
layering. We need to be clear, though, as to what type of
layering we mean, and what we don’t, because there are at
least four different types of layers that are in common use
in business:

• layers of reporting-relationships (management-hierary)

• layers of decomposition (services composed of sub-
services, units composed of sub-units, etc)

• layers of separation (oen as ‘distance-from-self’)

55
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• layers of abstraction (from abstract to concrete)

On reporting-relationships, management-hieraries them-
selves are usually irrelevant for Enterprise Canvas, because
they can ange almost at random. However, management
information-flows are significant, and are described later:
see ‘Information-flow for management’ in apter Service
flows.

Service-decomposition is also important for Enterprise Can-
vas, and is likewise described later: see apter Service
decomposition.

Layers of separation onlymake sensewhere a single arbitrarily-
selected start-point is osen as ‘the centre’. is is typified
by the ‘sta’ of tenology, data/applications and ‘the
business’ that is commonly used in IT-aritectures. But in
practice su layering can be misleading, because in a true
enterprise-scope aritecture everywhere and nowhere is
‘the centre’. In general, we should not use this kind of
layering with Enterprise Canvas.

Layers of abstraction, however, are fundamental to the
Enterprise Canvas, because ea service can be described in
different ways dependent on the current layer of abstrac-
tion. at core concern is the focus of this apter.

Layers of abstraction

For our purposes, we use seven distinct layers of ab-
straction. e numbering starts at ‘0’ (zero) rather than
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‘1’, for compatibility with the commonly-used Zaman
framework.

Layers of abstraction for Enterprise Canvas

ese layers are distinct from ea other because they ea
add something more at ea transition ‘downward’ in the
sta. Row-0 is essentially timeless. Rows 1-5 – as in
Zaman – describe views of what we intend to happen,
moving from big-picture to fine-detail. Row-6 is about the
past, a record of what has happened, whi we can use to
guide us to keep on tra to the desired-ends of the vision.

In general, ea Enterprise Canvas model applies at one
layer only. e only routine exception is where we explic-
itly show how one layer devolves or translates into another.

Row-0: Enterprise. e topmost layer consists of just one
item – the enterprise as a whole, as defined by its vision
and values.
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Row-0 Enterprise: vision and values

We’ve already explored themes for row-0 in the apter
Service vision and values.

Row-1: Scope. In this layer every entity is just a member
of a list, without relationships or aributes as su. One
commonly-used way to populate these lists is by using the
interrogatives Who, What, How, Where, When and Why
in relation to the enterprise. For example, the ‘Who’ list
would identify relevant players (roles) in the enterprise,
including the organisation itself.

Row-1 Scope: lists of entities

We explore these themes in more detail in apter Service
actors and other entities.

Row-2: Business-services. At this layer we add relation-
ships between the roles and other items – in other words,
we start to add the horizontal value-network to the vertical
dimension of shared-value, to identify the services pre-
sented by ea player or other entity. ese relationships
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are determined in part by the respective value-propositions
offered by and to ea of the players.

We explore these themes in more depth in apter Service
roles and relationships.

Row-2 Business-services: roles and relationships

Row-3: Service-content (also known as System-model or
Logical model). In this layerwe start to includemore details
of aributes alongside the relationships, describing the
internals of ea high-level service and the flows between
them. ese are always abstract and generic: they define
one or more classes of possible implementations, but do
not specify any particular tenology or method. is is
the first layer in whi the Enterprise Canvas will describe
the internal structure of ea service.
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Row-3 Service-content: abstract structures and flows

We explore specific aspects of these themes within ea of
the subsequent apters, from Service structure onward to
Services as systems.

Row-4: Service-design (also known as Physical model). In
this layer we provide detailed specifications for tenolo-
gies, processes, interfaces, flows, protocols, skillsets and the
like, translating the abstract system-models into require-
ments and project-plans for detailed implementation. On
the surface, the model looks mu the same as for the row-
3 Service-content model: the difference is that it describes
an actual intended solution rather than a whole class of
possible implementations.
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Row-4 Service-design: specifications for implementation

We explore these themes here in ea of the subsequent
apters, mu as for row-3. e main difference is that
we would need to go into more specific implementation-
detail, and would be likely to do mu more service-
decomposition to describe that detail.

Row-5: Service-deployment (also known as Operations-
model or Action plan). is layer specifies exact details
of the service- configuration to be used and/or enacted on
a specific day at a specific location for a specific purpose
with specific staff, and so on. For example, where the row-
4 design-model might specify a database-server, here we
need to know the exact identifiers, types, configurations,
physical locations and virtual addresses of the production
servers, fallba servers, development servers, test servers,
and all the related support-equipment and switgear.
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Row-5 Service-deployment: run-time action-plan

Again, we could describe it with the Enterprise Canvas in
the same way as for row-3 and row-4, but there would be
a lot more detail embedded in the model. For aritec-
ture, the main use of this level of detail is to provide an
understanding of qualitative concerns su as availability,
adaptability, variance in loads, and so on.

Row-6: Action record. Unlike the others, this layer is not
a model of an intended future, but a record of actions in the
past.

Row-6 Action-record: detailed metrics

ese metrics would describe the same level of detail as the
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row-5 action-plan, and in principle the core of it should be
exactly the same as row-5. In practice, though, it’s rare that
it is the same: rostered staff are absent for any number of
reasons, a server breaks down, people get swited around
onto different maines, half our customers are at home
wating the football mat, a traffic-hold-up forces a
ange of the delivery-sedule – all manner of deviations
from the original plan.

Action-record metrics close the loop

Although there’s noance ofanging anything – because
it’s all in the past – these records are extremely important
to process-designers, to organisational-learning specialists
and many others who do extensive system-design (row-
3 and row-4) in order to enhance effectiveness at the
operational level (row-5). Whenever we do any work with
the Enterprise Canvas, at any layer, we should always aim
to identify row-5/row-6 metrics that could help us to keep
on tra to the initial row-0 enterprise vision, values and
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principles.

Summary

• Row-0 Enterprise: vision, values and principles
only

• Row-1 Scope: adds lists of actors and other items in
scope in the enterprise

• Row-2 Business-services: adds relationships be-
tween actors and other items, describing roles and
responsibilities

• Row-3 Service-content: specifies generic (implementation-
independent) content within services and in flows
between services

• Row-4 Service-design: identifies implementation-
specific content (tenology, assets, locations, skill-
sets etc) within and between services

• Row-5 Service-deployment: identifies specific configuration-
details for run-time operation

• Row-6 Action-record: identifies what has actually
happened

Strategy will focus primarily on rows 0-2, with some
emphasis on row-3.
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Tactics will focus primarily on rows 3-4, with some em-
phasis on row-5.

Operations will focus primarily on rows 5-6.

Application

(Use the following questions to identify whi layer an
Enterprise Canvas model will illustrate.)

• Does it describe anything other than vision, values
or principles? (If so, must be row-1 or below.)

• Is it simply a list of items, without relationships
between those items? (If so, will be row-1, or row-
3 if internal details and aributes of those items are
also described.)

• Does it describe relationships between items? (If so,
must be row-2 or below.)

• Does it describe detailed aributes of items, or flows
between items? (If so, must be row-3 or below.)

• Does it describe a specific implementation, tenol-
ogy, vendor, business-process or the like? (If so,
must be row-4 or below.)

• Does it specify explicit deployment-details – a com-
plete set of assets, functions, locations, capabilities,
trigger-events and business-rules? (If so, must be
row-5 or below.)
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• Does it describe a record of something that has
already happened in the past? (If so, must be row-6.)



08: Service structure

Summary

As we move closer towards real-world implementation,
we need to elicit more detail about the enterprise and its
services, via our conversations with the stakeholders. For
the services themselves, we do this by partitioning the
service into a simple standardised three-by-three matrix,
with ea cell representing a distinct and discrete set of
activities and viewpoints for the service as a whole.

Details

In row-2 we established a big-picture overview of the en-
terprise as a whole, and of our organisation’s role and place
within it. at overview provides an important anor for
strategy, but also need to start to link that strategy down
towards the real world. To do this, we turn to the Enterprise
Canvas proper – a systematic means to model the services
of the enterprise. We’ll divide this into five parts:

• the overall structure of services, in a generic sense –
described in this apter

• the flows between services, that create the value-web
of the enterprise – see apter Service flows

67
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• the various related services that help to link this
service with others, and keep it on tra to the
aims of the overall enterprise – see apter Service
guidance

• relationships with the service’s investors and ben-
eficiaries, in various forms of value – see apter
Service investors and beneficiaries

• the fine-detail of the structure and content of ea of
these services and flows – seeapter Service content

We’ll also explore how to expand ea of these descriptions
out into detailed real-world services – see apter Service
decomposition.

For here, though, we’ll summarise a structure that can be
applied to any type of service.

To start on this, we go ba to the notion that a service is
a means via whi the desired-ends of the vision can be
aieved in the real world. e service does this in part by
linking and adding to the value-flow as it moves around
the overall shared-enterprise.

Service at intersection of vision and value-flow
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Some while ba, we saw that ea service provides three
distinct views on value – value-proposition, value-creation
and value-governance – and that these respectively re-
late to what happens before, during and aer the main
transactions of ‘exangeable value’. at was about the
internal operation of the service itself; but we can also
generalise that three-way view to include the relations with
services on the ‘incoming’ side of the supply-ain – from
‘suppliers’ or service-providers – and on the ‘outgoing’ side
– from ‘customers’ or service-consumers.

e relationships with other entities are symmetrical in the
sense that every entity shares the same paern: the only
difference between ‘supplier-side’ and ‘customer-side’ is
the main direction of service-flow relative to the entity that
is our current focus of aention:

• ‘future’-oriented relationships are essentially peer-
to-peer, and flow both ways (bidirectional).

• ‘present’-oriented relationships aremainly about supply-
ain transfer of goods and services from supplier
to self, or self to customer (i.e. le-to-right on the
Canvas).

• ‘past’-oriented relationships are mainly about bal-
ancing the supply-ain transfer via a ‘return-annel’
from customer to self, and self to supplier (i.e. right-
to-le on the Canvas).

is gives us a three-by-three nine-cell matrix that sum-
marises clusters of ‘ild’-services within ea service,
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all of whi are necessary in some form for the proper
operation of that service.

Supplier-side (inbound):

• Supplier-Relations (supplier-side/future): build and
maintain relationships with potential and/or actual
‘supplier’ service-provider entities, about things that
may or do need to happen in the future, and to keep
on tra to the vision

• Supplier-Channels (supplier-side/present): receive
goods and/or services from ‘supplier’ entities

• Value-Outlay (supplier-side/past): provide balance
or compensation to ‘supplier’ entities (e.g. pay for
goods)

Self (this service):

• Value-Proposition (self/future): identify what this
entity will do and deliver, aligned to the overall
enterprise purpose and values

• Value-Creation (self/present): take all actions nec-
essary to create and deliver the goods and/or services
specified in the value-proposition

• Value-Governance (self/past): ensure the appropri-
ate functioning of the overall entity, balancing past,
present and future
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Customer-side (outbound):

• Customer-Relations (customer-side/future): build
and maintain relationships with potential and/or
actual ‘customer’ service-consumer entities, mainly
about what may or should happen in the future, and
to communicate the Value-Proposition in relation to
the enterprise-vision

• Customer-Channels (customer-side/present): de-
liver goods and/or services to ‘customer’ entities

• Value-Return (customer-side/past): receive balance
or compensation from ‘customer’ entities (e.g. pay-
ment for goods)

A service serves – and in every case, what it’s really
serving is the vision of the enterprise, via the mission that
underpins its role in the enterprise. is nine-cell structure
gives a first glance at how it actually delivers its service, in
relationship with other services.

Nine-cell service-structure
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To guide consistency, the cells are assigned those generic
labels su as Supplier-Relations, though in practice we
would identify other real-world services that deliver the
same kind of function. To use our example of ZapaMex, it
has a simple manufacturing setup: materials and compo-
nents come in through the warehouse, are made into shoes
on the production-line, and sent out again as end-products
via the warehouse. at’s the basic supply-ain: Supplier-
Channels, Value-Creation and Customer-Channels.

[Note: Although in that example the in-
bound and outbound annels went through
the same warehouse, the annels have differ-
ent functions, and it’s extremely important to
keep them apart even if they share the same
location.

One of my clients – an engineering re-
sear establishment – found this out the hard
way. Everything came in and out through the
one warehouse; and their method for deciding
whi way anything was going relied on a
risk-prone mix of paperwork and guesswork.
Eventually, as one might expect, the system
failed spectacularly. A tru-driver came by
during a lun-break with a large aircra-part
for testing. No-one was around, so he dumped
it in the middle of the warehouse bay. One
of the labourers came ba from his meal,
saw the seemingly used-looking part lying
on the floor, assumed that it was scrap, and
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dumped it in the trash-metal bin, whi was
duly pied up a short while later. By the time
the researer called by to e whether his
irreplaceable quarter-million-dollar aircra-part
had arrived, it was long gone – and despite
many frantic days of searing at every scrap-
merant in the city, and even every rubbish-
tip, the part was never found. Aer that fiasco,
thewarehousewas providedwith clearly-marked
‘In’ and ‘Out’ sections on the floor…]

Yet there are also other parts of that organisation – oen
regarded as ‘cost-centres’ rather than ‘profit-centres’ –
that support the whole supply-ain process. Some deal
with procurement and the like – in other words, Supplier-
Relations. ere’s marketing and product-development,
whi form part of the Value-Proposition. Sales and customer-
service provide Customer-Relations. On the return-annel,
there are accounts-receivable – Value-Return – and accounts-
payable – Value-Outlay. Line-management and the like
deal with the budgeting for the operation itself and also
keep everything on tra – otherwise known as Value-
Governance.
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Simplified example: ZapaMex shoe-manufacturing

Remember that this structure will apply to any service.
In row-3, it’s likely that the first service or ‘Self’ that
we’ll work with will be the organisation as a whole, or
perhaps some specific department or business-unit within
the organisation. But as we start to look in more detail –
and especially as we work downward into row-4 and row-
5 – we’ll use this same structure to explore the services
that make up the services that make up the more visible
‘business-services’ that we see as services at the larger
scale. In that sense, every service is the same – even though
every service is also different from any other. is struc-
ture gives us a consistent frame with whi to compare
every type of service at every level of decomposition.

We can also think of this as a kind of functional-decomposition:
ea of these ‘cells’ delivers its own services to the en-
tity, and could thus, recursively, be represented by and
described on its own Enterprise Canvas.

Andwe can also describe ea entity in terms of a spectrum
between most-abstract (the enterprise as a whole) to most-
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concrete (the detailed-past). We design and implement
a service by moving ‘down’ the layers; we redesign and
rethink by moving ‘up’. As we move ‘down’ towards the
real-world, we’ll usually need to add more and more detail
– but in essence it’s still the same overall service, or rather a
more specific implementation of that service. We’ll explore
this in more depth later, in the apter Service content.

Application

(Use these questions to populate the Enterprise Canvas
model for a single service. In row-3, ensure that the
answers are independent of any implementation; in row-
4, and even more in row-5, specific implementation-detail
should be acquired.)

• Who orwhat is responsible for theValue-Proposition
of this service – developing and defining what it can
offer to create in terms of the enterprise definition
of ‘value’ and identifying the preparation needed to
implement this in Value-Creation? How does this
part of the service do its work? What resources does
it need to do this? In what locations does it do it?
What events must it initiate or respond to? And
what decisions will guide it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Value-Proposition work of this overall
service?
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• Who or what is responsible for Value-Creation in
this service – creating and adding value to the overall
value-web of the shared-enterprise? How does this
part of the service do its work? What resources does
it need to do this? In what locations does it do it?
What events must it initiate or respond to? And
what decisions will guide it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Value-Creation work of this overall ser-
vice?

• Who or what is responsible for Value-Governance
in this service – ensuring that everything is kept
on tra to the service’s role, mission, goals and
outcomes? How does this part of the service do its
work? What resources does it need to do this? In
what locations does it do it? What events must it
initiate or respond to? Andwhat decisions will guide
it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Value-Governance work of this overall
service?

• Who or what is responsible for Supplier-Relations
in this service – ensuring that everything required
for ‘inbound’ transactions and interactions is prop-
erly set up? How does this part of the service do
its work? What resources does it need to do this?
In what locations does it do it? What events must it
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initiate or respond to? Andwhat decisions will guide
it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Supplier-Relations work of this overall
service?

• Who orwhat is responsible for the Supplier-Channels
of this service – dealing with tangible (or sometimes
intangible) inbound products and services required
by this service for its operation? How does this part
of the service do its work? What resources does it
need to do this? In what locations does it do it?
What events must it initiate or respond to? And
what decisions will guide it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Supplier-Channels work of this overall
service?

• Who or what is responsible for Value-Outlay in this
service – returning the required value to the service’s
suppliers, and ensuring satisfaction in the terms of
the enterprise? How does this part of the service do
its work? What resources does it need to do this?
In what locations does it do it? What events must it
initiate or respond to? Andwhat decisions will guide
it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Value-Outlay work of this overall ser-
vice?
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• Who or what is responsible forCustomer-Relations
in this service – ensuring that everything required
for ‘outbound’ transactions and interactions is prop-
erly set up? How does this part of the service do
its work? What resources does it need to do this?
In what locations does it do it? What events must it
initiate or respond to? Andwhat decisions will guide
it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Customer-Relations work of this overall
service?

• Who orwhat is responsible for theCustomer-Channels
of this service – dealing with outbound products and
services being delivered by this service? How does
this part of the service do its work? What resources
does it need to do this? In what locations does it do
it? What events must it initiate or respond to? And
what decisions will guide it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Customer-Channels work of this overall
service?

• Who or what is responsible for Value-Return in this
service – obtaining the required returned-value from
the service’s customers, and ensuring satisfaction in
the terms of the enterprise? How does this part of the
service do its work? What resources does it need to
do this? In what locations does it do it? What events
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must it initiate or respond to? And what decisions
will guide it in this work?

• What real-world services or business-functions im-
plement the Value-Return work of this overall ser-
vice?

• What real-world services or business-functions ap-
pear to bridge two or more cells of the Enterprise
Canvas? What does this show you in terms of the
real-life partitioning of the work? What risks – if
any – does this specific partitioning entail?



Appendix A: Enterprise
Canvas – a visual sum-
mary

Enterprise Canvas

e enterprise is composed of services. Ea service has
the same conceptual structure.

Layers

e services can be described in terms of a series of layers
of abstraction, from far-future to now to past.

80
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Extensions to Enterprise Canvas

Ea service is supported by a set of guidance-services
that link it to the broader enterprise and organisational
purpose. Ea service may also optionally have investors
and beneficiaries.
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Enterprise

e organisation exists within the context of a market,
whi exists in context of a broader shared-enterprise.
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Market content

e tetradian summarises the content of the market itself.

Market-cycle

Value-flows in the market tend to fall into a supportive
cycle.
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Service content

Use this visual elist to review service-content.

Service-flow content and
flow-lifecycle

Use this visual elist to review the Five-Element phases
and service-flow content ‘wrappers’ for ea flow for the
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service.



Appendix C: Notation

Simplifying the Enterprise Canvas

eEnterprise Canvas is amodel-type for use in enterprise-
aritecture, that can be used to describe any aspect of the
enterprise, providing a consistent, unified view all the way
from strategy to execution. But can we simplify it so as to
build support for it in existing EA toolsets?

e full specification for Enterprise Canvas is described
earlier in the book. It incorporates and unifies themes from
a wide variety of other model-types in common use in EA,
su as Zaman Framework¹, Arimate², Business Model
Canvas³, VPEC-T⁴, Viable System Model⁵, Market Model⁶
and many others.

¹http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zachman_Framework
²http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArchiMate
³http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_Model_Canvas
⁴http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VPEC-T
⁵http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viable_System_Model
⁶http://www.slideshare.net/tetradian/what-is-an-enterprise
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Enterprise Canvas ’kiten sink’

e image above summarises the core service-entity and
its relationships, but in addition to that, services can be
described at seven distinct levels of abstraction, services-
flows take place over several distinct phases (the ‘Market
Cycle’), and so on. It’s a powerful way to model what’s
going on within an enterprise, but there’s a lot to it; and I’d
have to admit it’ll seem a bit daunting at first…

ere’s also been a real problem in that, at present time,
there’s no EA toolset that implements it in that form. So
there’s a practical allenge to compress it all down into
a simplified form that can be implemented on an existing
EA toolset. In keeping with that focus on simplicity, what’s
described here is one way to do so, adapted from UML, and
implementable in many toolsets via a UML profile, using
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only the following items:

• one main entity-type (Service)

• one subsidiary entity-type (Exange)

• three relation-types (flow, composition and realiza-
tion)

ere are also twomore subsidiary entity-types (Vision and
Value) that are probably optional because they’re only used
in one specific context and can be simulated anyway by
other entity-types (Service and Exange respectively).

In principle, that’s it: that’s all that’s needed for Enterprise
Canvas. You might want to add a few extra UML-style de-
scriptive items su as ‘Group’ or Annotation’, but they’re
not part of the syntax as su, and they’re not essential.

Entity-types

e entities most used for Enterprise Canvas are Service –
denoting what happens within a service – and Exange -
denoting what passes between services. ere are also two
special-purpose entities, Vision and Value, that are used
only in the row-0 topmost layer of abstraction.
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‘Service’ entity-type

In Enterprise Canvas, everything is or delivers a service.
One side-effect is that that means that, in a model, every-
thing (and everyone) that does something – the service
in focus, its suppliers and customers, its investors and
beneficiaries, and the services that coordinate, direct and
validate it – can all be represented as instances of a single
entity-type, Service.

’Service’ entity

Parameters for the Service entity would depend somewhat
on the abstraction-layer being represented.

At the top layer, row-0 ‘Enterprise’, a Service actually
represents the shared-enterprise vision, whi should be
defined solely by its name. (If supported, a Vision entity
should be used for this, rather than a Service.)

At the next layer, row-1 ‘Scope’, Service entities can be used
(if somewhat incorrectly) as placeholders and carriers for
the lists of overall enterprise-content.

At row-2 ‘Business Services’, Service entities should be
used, but without mu if any content, as the focus at
this layer is on key relationships between enterprise-scope
services.
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At row-3 ‘Service-content’ and below, more detail should
added, according to the needs of the respective layer (‘Logi-
cal’ implementation-independent, ‘Physical’ implementation-
specific, deployment, and run-time record). Content and
activity of the service should typically be described in
terms of the ‘single-row extended-Zaman’ taxonomy
used within Enterprise Canvas:

Service-content - ’single-row extended-Zaman’

Toolset implementation: Start from an appropriate meta-
model entity-type, su as UML or BPMN ‘Activity’, or
Arimate ‘Business Service’. Rename this entity-type
‘Service’. As a minimum, ensure that it has a ‘name’-
parameter.

Further parameters might be considered as optional, al-
though in practice the Service-entity will usually to need
to carry a lot of descriptive information, about what the
service does, what it is, who or what does it, what it uses,
where it fits within the overall seme of things, and so on
– su as implied in the use of the ‘single-row extended-
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Zaman’ to map out service-content. A probable mini-
mum requirement to support these additional parameters
would be a free-form text field, probably to be used in
wiki-style format. A separate and distinct description-
field would be useful, too, to help build a service-glossary
and service-catalogue. Further support, separation and
typing of parameters would depend on the metamodelling-
capabilities of the toolset.

For conceptual compatibilitywith BPMN (‘Activity’), Ari-
mate (‘Business Service’ etc) and UML Activity Diagram
(‘Activity’), a Service entity should be displayed as a rounded-
rectangle.

‘Exchange’ entity-type

e Exange entity-type represents what is passed be-
tween services, or involved in relationships between those
services:

’Exange’ entity

Exange entities should only be used in models repre-
senting row-3 ‘Service-content’ or below. e content of
the exange should be described in terms of the ‘Asset’-
column in the single-row extended-Zaman taxonomy
above.
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Toolset implementation: Start from an appropriate meta-
model entity-type, su as UML Activity ‘Object’ (‘Doc-
ument’), BPMN ‘Data Object’, or Arimate ‘Business
Object’. Rename this entity-type ‘Exange’. Ensure that it
has at least a ‘name’-parameter, and preferably a text-box
and/or elist to summarise the content of the exange,
as above.

e Exange entity-type could be represented in several
different ways, depending on the content of the exange,
and the notation used as the base for the metamodel. A
suggested default would be the ‘data object’ type used in
several notations, as above. Alternatively we might use
different symbols to represent different asset-types used in
the respective exange: for example, a box for physical
objects, a page for information, a sti-figure for relations,
and a flash for brands and other aspirational-assets.

However, given that many exanges may involve multiple
asset-types or composites, it may be beer to use only
the default, or to allow annotation of the single entity-
type, allowing one or more of the asset-type symbols as
‘decorations’, similar to the ‘decoration’ add-ons used in
Arimate to distinguish between service-types.

‘Vision’ and ‘Value’ entity-types

e Vision and its concomitant Values are the ultimate an-
ors for everything that happens in the shared-enterprise
– or, to put it the other way round, every service and
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exange must in some way help towards the realising of
the shared-enterprise vision and its values:

’Vision’ and ’Value’ entities

e Vision and Value entities should appear only in row-0
‘Enterprise’, and are the only content that should appear
in that row. For most purposes, only one Vision should be
used: multiple Vision entities should only be used for the
special case of assessing clashes between multiple shared-
enterprises impacting on an organisation. (If necessary, a
suitably-labelled Service entity may be used as a substitute
for a Vision entity.) Use of Value entities is always optional
in modelling; any number ofValue entities may be aaed
to a Vision via composition-relations.

Everything in row-1 ‘Scope’ should have a realise-relation
to the Vision and, optionally, to one or more of the Value-
entities (if any).

Service-entities that are used to represent ‘validation-services’
(i.e. services that deliver ‘validation’ support for other
other services, via a flow-relation with a ‘validate’ role),
should generally take part in realise-relation ains that
ultimately link up to a respective Value entity (if present).
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Toolset implementation: In both cases, start from an ap-
propriate metamodel entity-type, su as the Arimate
‘Service’-lozenge or ‘Meaning’-cloud for Vision, and the
Arimate ‘Value’-oval for Value. In both cases, the only
parameter should be a name of descriptor for the respective
vision or value.

For simplicity, the representation should draw on that used
for the respective base-type – i.e. lozenge, cloud or oval:

’Vision’-cloud

Although usage of distinct‚ Vision and Value entities would
be preferred, for clearer modelling, a simpler metamodel-
implementation could use a Service entity as a substitute
for the Vision entity. In this case, to keep the metamodel
as simple as possible, no Value entity should be defined,
and hence no specific relation-type links need be defined;
instead, the single Service should used as the anor-
point for realise-relations with all layers of abstraction and
concretisation (‘rows’) from below.
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Relation-types

e notation uses just three relation-types: flow, compo-
sition and realization. Other possible relation-types may
be considered to be specialisations of one or other of these
types.

‘flow’ relation-type

Service-entities are connected to eaother byflow-relations,
to whi Exange-entities may be aaed or imposed to
indicate what is exanged between those services:

’flow’ relation-type

e flow-relations should only be used in row-2 (‘Business
Services’) and below. In row-3 and below, ea flow should
also take on a distinct role, representing the Enterprise-
Canvas inter-service relationships, as follows:

• provide: simple provision of products and services,
used to link with other services in Supplier and
Customer relationships to this service (a Supplier is
a source for or ‘provides’ a flow; a Customer is a
destination for or ‘consumes’ a flow)
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• invest : a flow from a service in an Investor relation-
ship to this service

• benefit : a flow to a service in a Beneficiary relation-
ship to this service

• coordinate: a flow or exange with a service in a
Coordination guidance-relationship to this service

• direct : a flow or exange with a service in a Direc-
tion guidance-relationship to this service validate:
a flow or exange with a service in a Validation
guidance-relationship to this service

(An open or ‘unspecified’ role should generally be used in
row-2 flow-relations, and in other rows for flows in whi
the role has not yet been determined.)

Connection-rules are as follows:

• a flow-relation may link a Service-entity to another
Service-entity.

• a flow-relation may link a Service-entity to an Ex-
ange-entity, or an Exange-entity to a Service-
entity.

Note that flows can only link ‘horizontally’ across a row
(layer of abstraction). ey cannot and must not be used
to link between services and/or exanges in different rows.
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Toolset implementation: Start from an appropriate meta-
model relation-type su as Arimate ‘flow’. e param-
eters should include an optional name, an identifier for the
role (e.g. via dropdown-list), and an optional text-area to
describe the content (if no Exange entity is aaed),
triggering-events and other relevant information.

For consistencywithArimate, BPMNandUML, theflow-
relation should be represented by a doed-line ending in a
solid arrow-head, indicating the primary direction of the
flow:

flow-line

(For flow-relations in whi there is no emphasised direc-
tion of flow, an arrow-head should be used at both ends.)

‘composition’ relation-type

In addition to layers of abstraction (‘rows’), we oen also
need to model layers of granularity (composition), in whi
we examine in finer detail of the structure and implemen-
tation of a Service or Exange.

e nine subsidiary cells of a servicewithin
Enterprise Canvas (a matrix of inbound / self /
outbound, and before / during / aer themain-
transaction) and the three subsidiary flows in
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an inter-service exange (again, before / dur-
ing / aer themain-transaction) are somewhat-
abstract examples of composition or decom-
position. However, these are merely the stan-
dard partitionings used in Enterprise Can-
vas, and any appropriate alternate partitioning
may be used instead.

One somewhat-confusing example of com-
position/decomposition is the purported ‘lay-
ering’ in TOGAF or Arimate. In that con-
text, parts of a service may be composed of
(actually, implemented by) soware applica-
tions, whi in turn are in part composed of
(actually, hosted on) physical IT systems and
networks.

All of these can be modelled by composition relations
between Service-entities, and between Exange-entities:

’composition’ relation

e composition-relations should only be used in row-
2 (‘Business Services’) and below. In row-3 (‘Service
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Content’) and below, it may be necessary to annotate the
composition to add further specifics about the nature or
sub-type of the composition, for example:

• composition: the ‘ild’ services or exanges are of
the same general type as the ‘parent’

• aggregation: the ‘ild’ services or exanges are
a mix of structurally-different types relative to the
‘parent’

• assignment : the ‘ild’ service or exange is of a
structurally-different type taking on the role of a
‘ild’ to the ‘parent’

• used-by: the ‘ild’ service or exange is ‘realised
by’ a structurally-different type to the ‘parent’ (e.g.
business-service implemented by soware-application,
in turn hosted-by physical-IT) but at the same level
of abstraction

(Note that in Arimate and UML these are all defined
as different relation-types. For this context they are best
understood as variants on a theme of composition/decom-
position.)

e default meaning for a composition-relation‚Ä†is that
the ‘ild’-entity is of a structurally similar type to the
‘parent’ – i.e. a simple composition/decomposition rela-
tionship.

Connection-rules are as follows:
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• a composition-relation may link a Service-entity to
another Service-entity.

• a composition-relation may link an Exange-entity
to another Exange-entity.

• a composition-relation may link a Value-entity to a
Vision-entity.

Note that composition/decomposition relationships can only
link within a row (layer of abstraction). ey cannot and
must not be used to link between services and/or exanges
in different rows. To link between rows (i.e. different
layers of abstraction), always use a realization-relation – a
composition-relation should never be used for this purpose.

[Note: Take especial care when emulating
an Arimate ‘assigned-to’ or ‘uses/used-by’
relation: these are oen used in Arimate in
a very misleading way, as a kind of analogue
of a realization-relation, but one that occurs at
the same level of abstraction. eirmain func-
tion in Arimate, TOGAF and many other
IT-centric frameworks is to provide links be-
tween their purported ‘layers’ (Business, Ap-
plication, Tenology), whi in reality are
arbitrary subset-partitions of the conceptual-
space. In effect, ‘Business’ is used for any-
thing that involves purpose or human con-
cerns; ‘Application’ is used for all information-
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related concerns (but for IT-maintained infor-
mation only); and ‘Tenology’ for anything
to do with IT-hardware (with no allowance
for any non-IT forms of tenology). ese
pseudo-‘layers’ have no intrinsic relationship
to layers of abstraction, and again are oen
highly misleading in enterprise-aritecture
practice. “You Have Been Warned” etc…]

Toolset implementation: Start from an appropriate meta-
model relation-type su as Arimate ‘composition’. e
parameters should include an optional name, an identifier
for the sub-type (e.g. via dropdown-list), and an optional
text-area to describe the composition/decomposition con-
text.

For consistency with Arimate, BPMN and UML, the com-
position-relation should be represented by a line ending in
a solid diamond-arrowhead, with the arrow-head pointing
to the ‘parent’:

composition-line

For other Arimate variations su as aggregation, assign-
ment and used-by, it is probably best to use the respective
Arimate line-decoration (open-diamond, dot and line-
arrow respectively).
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‘realization’ relation-type

Links between layers of abstraction – for example, a trans-
form between a ‘logical’ implementation-independent (‘row-
3’) service and a ‘physical’ implementation-specific (‘row-
4’) instantiation of that service – should be modelled via
realization-relations between Service-entities and between
Exange-entities:

’realization’ relation

e realization-relations should be used between all rows,
as appropriate, to create a full trail of dependencies be-
tween ‘Why’ (abstract, moving ‘upward’ between rows)
and ‘How’ (concrete, moving ‘downward’ between rows).

ere are no sub-types of realization-relation.

Connection-rules are as follows:

• a realization-relation may link a Service-entity to
another Service-entity.

• a_realization-relation may link an _Exange-entity
to another Exange-entity.
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• a realization-relation may link a Service-entity ‘up-
ward’ to a Vision-entity or Value-entity.

Note that realization relationships can only link between
rows (layers of abstraction). ey cannot and must not
be used to link between services and/or exanges in the
same row. To link within rows (i.e. the same layer of
abstraction), always use a flow-relation or composition-
relation – a realization-relation should never be used for
this purpose.

[Note: Take especial care when emulating an
Arimate ‘realization’ relation. ese are
generally correct, in the sense that they usu-
ally link between different levels of abstrac-
tion (for example, Data Object realises Busi-
ness Object); but note that in Arimate they
can also be used to link between entities at
the same level of abstraction. As usual, the
problem here is the misleading pseudo-layers
(Business, Application, Tenology) in Ari-
mate, TOGAF and the like.]

Toolset implementation: Start from an appropriate meta-
model relation-type su as Arimate ‘realization’. e
parameters should include an optional name and an op-
tional text-area to describe the realisation context.

For consistency with Arimate, BPMN and UML, the
realization-relation should be represented by a doed-line
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ending in a open-triangle arrowhead, with the arrow-head
pointing to the more abstract ‘parent’:

realization-line

No sub-types are required for the realization-relation.

Some comments on modelling

is simplified version of Enterprise Canvas does incorpo-
rate all of the original features, but in somewhat different
form: a significant amount of the information – partic-
ularly around relative roles of services – is now carried
within the entities and flows, rather than as per the original
entity-notation. ere are also some potential inconsisten-
cies in the way relations are mapped in the ‘Scope’ layer
(row-1). In some ways this version is simpler to use, but a
side-effect is that more responsibility for correct modelling
of underlying detail is passed to the modeller rather than
explicit in the notation.

By default, colours for entities and flows are not seman-
tically significant. Use colour in any way whi suits the
meaning best.

A qui summary of the full simplified notation is as
follows:
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Summary of simplified notation

One crucial area of concern is around inter-layer (inter-
row) relationships – i.e. via realization-relations. In
common with UML and BPMN, Enterprise Canvas de-
mands a rigorous approa to proper modelling of links
between versus within the respective layers of abstrac-
tion. However, anyone whose main aritecture-modelling
baground is via Arimate, TOGAF or the like may not
be fully aware either of that rigour, or of the need for it
in practice. e problem is that because of the explicit IT-
orientation and implicit IT-centrism of those frameworks,
separation of layers of abstraction is blurred together with
pseudo-‘layers’ of implementation-category, as described
above: ‘Business’ for purpose and human focus, ‘Appli-
cation’ for (IT-specific) information, and ‘Tenology’ for
(IT-specific) physical hardware. In effect, the ‘Business’
pseudo-layer includes both purpose/human implementa-
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tion (row-4 and below) and most items in implementation-
independent layers of abstraction (row-3 or above). is
cavalier approa to layers of abstraction is a major cause
of problems when trying to use Arimate and the like in
any non-IT-centric context.

In short: use flow and composition-relations only within
layers of abstraction (rows); use realization-relations only
between rows. Don’t mix them up!

Layers and realization-relations in Enter-
prise Canvas

A reminder that the layers or ‘rows’ in Enterprise Canvas
parallel those in Zaman: they are layers of abstraction
– not arbitrary pseudo-‘layers’ of implementation, as in
classic IT-centric ‘enterprise’-aritecture.

e set of layers in Enterprise Canvas are a slightly-
extended variant of the Zaman set:
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Canvas rows

e ‘row-0’ above the Zaman set provides compatibility
with ISO-9000 quality-system standards⁷ and the like, and
represents an unanging permanent-anor – specifically,
the shared-enterprise Vision and its concomitant Values.

e ‘row-6’ below the Zaman set represents the past,
what has actually happened within our aritecture; all
of the other layers represent future intent, progressively
moving closer towards the real-world detail of ‘the Now’ as
we move down through the rows. is gives us the support
we need for aritectural review following a continuous-
improvement process su as PDCA (plan, do, e, act)⁸
or Aer Action Review⁹:

• What was supposed to happen?

⁷http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_9000
⁸http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
⁹http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/After_action_review

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_9000
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/After_action_review
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_9000
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/After_action_review
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• What actually happened?

• What was the source of the difference?

• What can we learn from this, to do differently next
time?

In Enterprise Canvas, we use realization-relations to link
between rows – and only between rows. We do not use re-
alization-relations to connect between the pseudo-‘layers’
(‘Business’, ‘Applications’, ‘Tenology’ etc) in TOGAF and
Arimate and the like.

In most aritectural work we’ll focus on row-2 to row-4,
shown here as Business-model, System-model and Design-
model – otherwise known as ‘business-context’, ‘logical’
and ‘physical’. A ‘logical’ (implementation-independent)
design realises – i.e. makes more concrete – the support
for a business-need or business-service described in the
‘business-context’; a ‘physical’ (implementation-specific)
design realises an implementation for a ‘logical’ service;
and so on. (Going the other way, the ‘logical-service’
is the reason for the existence of the ‘physical-service’,
the ‘business-service’ is the reason for the existence of
the ‘logical-service’, and so on all the way upward to the
shared-enterprise Vision.)

If we’re working only within one row, we don’t need (or
use) any realization-relations in our model. We only use
realization-relations to describe linkages between different
layers of abstraction, su as how a specific implementa-
tion realises a business-need.
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Beware of pseudo-layers

I know I’ve said this several times here, but it needs
to be hammered home: the ‘layers’ used in IT-centric
frameworks su as TOGAF and Arimate are not layers
of abstraction, and hence should not be used as layers in
enterprise-aritecture models. ose pseudo-‘layers’ are
highly misleading, as they blur the fundamental distinc-
tions between abstraction and implementation-type: for
example, the so-called ‘Business’-layer is oen used as a
random grab-bag containing a jumbled-up mess of any
non-implementation-specific abstraction and anything that
might be classed as ‘not-IT’. e resultant scrambling of
inter-entity relationships is illustrated well in this diagram
from Arimate v2.0, Chapter 6: Cross-layer dependen-
cies¹⁰:

Arimate specification, Figure 44: Relationships between Business
Layer and Lower Layer Concepts: (c) Open Group 2011

¹⁰http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/archimate2-doc/m/chap06.html

http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/archimate2-doc/m/chap06.html
http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/archimate2-doc/m/chap06.html
http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/archimate2-doc/m/chap06.html
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e relationship between ‘Business Object’ and ‘Data Ob-
ject’ is correctly shown here as a realization: it crosses a
boundary between layers of abstraction. However, in most
cases, the other links would be shown in Enterprise Canvas
as variations on a theme of composition – i.e. relationships
that do not cross layer-boundaries.

Be wary of implicit inter-layer transitions
in ‘containment’ views

‘Containment’ is a popular space-saving tenique sup-
ported by many toolsets, su as Phil Beauvoir’s excellent
free Ari toolset for Arimate¹¹ cross-platform toolset
for Arimate, funded by UK JISC¹². Within the model,
Ari’s ‘Automatic Relationship Management System’¹³
for ‘nested-relations’ allows an entity to ‘contain’ other
entities, whi usually implies that the ‘ild’ entities have
composition-relations with the ‘parent’.

In Enterprise Canvas, this is implied in thematrix-subdivision
of the core Service entity into nine subsidiary cells:

¹¹http://archi.cetis.ac.uk
¹²http://www.jisc.ac.uk/
¹³http://archi.cetis.ac.uk/movies/nested-relations/nested-relations.html

http://archi.cetis.ac.uk
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/
http://archi.cetis.ac.uk/movies/nested-relations/nested-relations.html
http://archi.cetis.ac.uk
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/
http://archi.cetis.ac.uk/movies/nested-relations/nested-relations.html
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A Service contains ’ild’-Services

And also implied in the ‘before / during / aer’ split of the
inter-service flow, as represented in this metamodel by the
Exange-entity:

Service Exanges

ere’s no doubt that this is ‘cleaner’ and (usually) easier
to read than doing the same thing with composition-links:
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Unpaed ’containment’ of ’ild’-Services

However, do beware that in some cases, the ‘containment’
may actually be a realization-link, not a composition-link.
A very common example is where we would want to show
an implementation-independent (row-3) service ‘contain-
ing’ the implementation-specific (row-4) services that bring
that higher-level abstraction into reality. e cat is that
that’s a realization relationship – a transition between
rows, or layers of abstraction – rather than a simple maer
of granularity within the same layer. Hence if we use
‘containment’, we need somemeans to distinguish between
composition-relations and realization-relations for the im-
plied links between the ‘parent’ and its ‘ildren’.

One way to do this is that, in keeping with the doed-
line of the realization-relation, we could use a doed-
line rather than solid-line for the boundary of a Service-
entity or Exange-entity. What’s not immediately clear,
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though, is to whi entity we should apply the doed-line,
because the realization could be considered to go either
way. One convention we could use is that if only some
of the ‘ildren’ have realization-relations with the parent,
then the doed-line would apply to ea of those ildren;
whereas if all of the ildren have realization-relations
with the parent, the doed-line should apply to the parent:

Containment and ’realization’-relations

It would be good if the toolset could manage this automat-
ically for us, but in almost all cases we should be able to do
this manually if need be.

Alternate modelling for Exchange entities

e Exange-entities represent whatever passes between
Service-entities in a flow-relation between ea other.

In the standard modelling-usage described above, the Ex-
ange is literally placed between Service entities, and the
flow-relation links directly to the Exange on both the
‘incoming’ and ‘outgoing’ side:
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Inline ’Exange’-entity

is is probably the best way to model Exange-entities if
there’s a strong emphasis on flow-content – as there is in
VPEC-T (values, policies, events, content, trust)¹⁴ analysis,
for example, where we focus on what a service would need
or provide before looking for other services that would
provide or consume that inter-service content.

But if we’re more interested in relationships between ser-
vices, with only secondary interest in the content of what
passes between them, it may be beer to aa the Ex-
ange-entity to the respective flow-relation, rather than
visibly interposing it in the flow:

Attaed ’Exange’entity

e disadvantage of the ‘aaed-Exange’ option is that
it’s not well suited to showing a split into subsidiary-
Exange items linked to the aaed ‘parent’ via compo-
sition-relations: visually it becomes too messy, and hard to

¹⁴http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VPEC-T

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VPEC-T
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VPEC-T
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‘read’. If you need to show composition / decomposition,
use the in-flow format instead.

Ideally, the toolset and its metamodel should be able to
support both display-formats. If it can support only one
variant, use the in-flow format, rather than the ‘aaed’
format.

Keeping things simple

Remember that one of the key aims here is to keep things
simple, without ever dropping down into the over-simplistic.
If we ignore for the moment the row-0 special-case of the
Vision and Value entities, there are only two entity-types
in the entire notation: Service, whi does something; and
Exange, whi represents something that passes between
services. at’s it.

Because of that principle that ‘everything is a
service’, it should be straightforward to substi-
tute a graphic or photograph for the Service-
entity in a model – whi should make it
mu easier to create variations of models
that will make visual sense to executives, line-
managers and other non-aritects, whilst still
retaining the formal rigour of the model be-
neath the visible surface.

And there are only three types of relationship possible
between those entities, whi in turn follow very simple
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rules:

• flow-relations (between services) or composition-relations
(internal structure of services and exanges) can
only connectwithin a single ‘row’ or layer of abstrac-
tion

• realization-relations (from abstract to concrete) can
only connect between layers of abstraction

Again, that’s it.

And because the notation is so simple, it allows the true
complexity in the context to emerge and surface cleanly
through the modelling process. We don’t get distracted
by arbitrary pseudo-‘layers’: it’s just the enterprise, as
enterprise.

For many modelling-purposes, the only relation-type we’ll
need is the flow-relation. For example, a simple supply-
ain with switing between multiple suppliers:

Multiple-supplier supply-ain relation
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Or a business-model with multiple client-segments, where
we use Exange-entities to record the different transac-
tions and transaction-content for ea client-group:

Multiple-client supply-ain relation

Weuse decomposition –modelled via composition-relations
– to drill down into more details about structure. When
we’re aiming to model trade-offs between implementation-
options, or service-substitutions in disaster-recovery, we
start to see the real value of a notation that doesn’t make
arbitrary distinctions between IT-based, maine-based
and manual service-implementations:
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Multi-implementation relationships

For most modelling, we won’t use realization-relations at
all. e main occasions where we would use them are:

• mapping ‘logical-to-physical’ transforms, and other
moves from abstract to concrete

• mapping dependencies of ‘why’ / ‘how’ between
the layers – for example, showing how a specific
service contributes to the overall aims of the shared-
enterprise

But that’s about it, really. Very simple. And yes, best to
keep it that way as mu as we can.
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Enterprise Canvas – the full set of service-
relationships

Because the notation consists of just two main entity-
types and three relation-types, it’s certainly simple when
compared to other notations. And at first glance it also
looks simple when compared with the original Enterprise
Canvas summary of inter-service relationships:

Enterprise Canvas ’kiten sink’

Not quite so simple, though, when we map out in this
notation the full set of relations shown in that visual-
summary above, including the relative roles of ea of the
flow-relations and all of the implied composition-relations:
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Enterprise Canvas ’kiten sink’ in simplified notation

at should, I think, give some idea of the full power of
the Enterprise Canvas and its underlying concepts: there’s
a lot in there…

e original Enterprise Canvas is compact and concise, but
it’s likely to be hard to implement in any of the existing EA
toolsets. (at original notation is still probably the best
for rough-sketes on paper or whiteboard, though.) is
simplified version is somewhat less concise, but it would be
mu easier to implement in an EA toolset, and easier for us
to increase its uptake and more general adoption across the
EA disciplines. Ultimately, though, just oose whatever
works best in the context.
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Note: e text and images and images in this apter are
an edited version of material initially published on the
Tetradian weblog in September 2011 as ‘Simplifying the
Enterprise Canvas¹⁵’ and ‘More on simplified Enterprise
Canvas¹⁶’. Many thanks to Alex Yakovlev for ideas and
tenical assistance in this adaptation of the core Enterprise
Canvas.

¹⁵http://weblog.tetradian.com/simplifying-ecanvas
¹⁶http://weblog.tetradian.com/more-on-simplified-ecanvas/

http://weblog.tetradian.com/simplifying-ecanvas
http://weblog.tetradian.com/simplifying-ecanvas
http://weblog.tetradian.com/more-on-simplified-ecanvas/
http://weblog.tetradian.com/more-on-simplified-ecanvas/
http://weblog.tetradian.com/simplifying-ecanvas
http://weblog.tetradian.com/more-on-simplified-ecanvas/
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